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+441865772555 - http://www.dragonbowl.co.uk/

A comprehensive menu of Dragon Bowl from Oxford covering all 16 meals and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Dragon Bowl:
Been there so many time now after under new management , food really delicious, they having traditionally
Malaysian style food for take away, even got space if you want having your take away to seat in, strongly

recommended bubble tea, best bubble tea ever, also...I found out they have nasi lemak in the menu, this is one
of the traditional coconut rice in Malaysia for someone who like spicy, then the beef brisket sou... read more.

What User doesn't like about Dragon Bowl:
I ordered here a few nights ago and it was terrible. For the price that I've paid, I was expecting to have a good

quality of food or at least a sizeable amount. Unfortunately, I didn't get both. It's safe to say that I won't...be
ordering from this store again. Hate to be rude but it was really disappointing read more. If you want to spoil your
palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The imaginative Asian fusion cuisine of the Dragon Bowl

from Oxford - a delicious combination of proven and the unexpected, Many customers are particularly looking
forward to the experience of versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine. The meals are prepared according to typical Asian

style, Typically, the dishes are prepared for you in a short time and fresh.
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Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Desser�
COCONUT RICE

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Indischer Rei�
GARLIC RICE

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Bul� Mea� B� �� Poun�
BRISKET

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
TRAVEL

BEEF

COCONUT

BEEF BRISKET

GARLIC

CHILI
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